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8:15am Registration & Continental Breakfast  
- Sponsored by RMS

8:45am  Chairperson’s Welcome 
Jamie Lynch III, Vice President and General Manager, IBM, Financial Services 
Sector

9:00am  Keynote Session: The Gold in the Data Hills: Mining It, 
Refining It, Storing It and Using It

 Donald Donahue, Chief Executive Officer, Depository Trust Clearing Corporation

9:30am  Executive Panel: Ensuring Data Quality and Consistency 
in the Enterprise

 Moderator:  Jamie Lynch III, Vice President and General Manager, IBM, 
Financial Services Sector 

 Sal Branca, Chief Operating Officer, Global Reinsurance Division, Chartis
 Al Iuppa, Senior Policy Advisor on Global Affairs, Zurich Insurance Group
 Al Lagana, Senior Vice President, Enterprise Operations, Travelers
 Seraina Maag, Chief Executive, North America Property & Casualty, XL Group
 There is a vast web of business partners within the insurance industry and a massive volume 

of internal and external systems that needs to integrate effectively to process and maintain 
the data and feed data warehouses while following multiple reporting requirements. It is 
imperative to have the exact same view of data that is used by all. With all of the views of the 
data that we have in our legacy systems, what does it take to agree on a single view of the 
data, and ensure and continually maintain its quality? Who owns the data? Who decides what 
data to collect? How can you create an analytics culture in your organization? These and other 
questions will be debated by our Executive Panel.

 10:30am Morning Coffee & Networking
 Refreshment Break sponsored by Informatica

10:45am  Big Data:  Promise of Tomorrow & Reality of Today
 Brian Hopkins, Principal Analyst, Forrester
 Non-transactional data is flooding in from the web and other third party sources. Adding 

that to your transactional data, the expense of growing data warehouses, and the need 
to access and make sense of all of it, how do we find effective and inexpensive ways 
to harness the data and keep it live and accessible forever at a low cost? The concept 
of Big Data is so new that we don’t have case studies yet--but we will provide you with 
guidance on how to think about it and where to turn for information.

11:15am  Big Data Strategy and Execution
 Ajay Bhargava, Director – Analytics, Big Data, Tata Consultancy Services

11:30am  Reinsurance eBusiness
 Moderator:  Beth Grossman, Chief Learning Officer, ACORD 
 Mitch Balter, Executive Managing Director, Aon Benfield
 Gary Stropoli, CFO, Munich Health North America
 Shawn Sylvester, Senior Vice President, Swiss Reinsurance America
 This panel of distinguished reinsurance executives will discuss the business value 

of reinsurance eBusiness and explain the scope of the initiative including Claims, 
Technical and financial accounting messages, catastrophe exposure messages and 
standardized cedent bordereau. They will share reinsurer and broker case studies and 
cite efficiencies gained.

 12:30pm Lunch
            Chairperson’s summary of the morning discussion 

presented by IBM

1:45pm  Control Your Exposure Data, Control Your Decisions
 Tom Paparatto, Senior Director, Data Solutions, RMS
 Exposure data quality has become an increasingly important focus for the insurance industry. 

While portfolio-level assessment tools have allowed companies to gain a better high-level 
understanding of their data quality, implementing solutions to strengthen decision-making 
at the point of underwriting and to employ operational best practice remains a significant 
challenge. In this session, RMS will comment on the state of exposure data quality in 
the primary insurance market, demonstrate specific account-level problems and their 
significance to the underwriting process, and explain how a variety of solutions can address 
the data quality challenges faced by insurers.

2:15pm  Catastrophe Data – Its Impact on Your Business
 Moderator: Tom Paparatto, Senior Director, Data Solutions, RMS 

Brian Ingle, Executive Vice President, Analytics, Willis Re
 Shari Schwartz Zola, Vice President, Deputy Head of Risk Accumulation, Munich 

Reinsurance America, Inc.
 How does your overall data quality impact your company? This panel will discuss 

data quality in relation to tactical decisions such as coding, pricing and underwriting.  
Strategically, good data quality will also strengthen your relationships in an industry 
where relationship is key.  Find out what constitutes good cat data and hear how that 
good data – the ultimate goal of the industry – can support business objectives.

3:00pm  360 View of the Customer, Customer Data and Marketing 
in the Insurance Enterprise

 Moderator: Vivek Jetley, SVP and Head of Decision Analytics, EXL Service
 Adrian Sweeney, Head of Technical Underwriting, Zurich North America
 Pamela Ferrandino, Casualty Practice Leader, Willis North America
 Andrew Blumberg, Analytics, DTCC
 Both the workforce and the consumer are becoming more mobile. The data they produce 

is exploding in volume and speed; and the variety of sources and formats is almost 
endless. How are carriers and brokers leveraging this data to grow the bottom line? 
How are the marketing people harnessing data from all lines of business for targeted 
marketing campaigns? What are the regulatory issues related to privacy and security? 
Telematics, social media, mobile apps: these sources and data types will be addressed 
by our experts.

 4:00pm  Afternoon Coffee & Networking
 Refreshment Break sponsored by Informatica

4:15pm  Enterprise Risk Management, Enterprise Architecture, 
Data Strategies

 Moderator:  Clare Cunniffe, Regional VP, Financial Services, Informatica 
 Jeff O’Dell, CTO, The Hartford
 Jim Young, Vice President Business Insurance Business Intelligence, Travelers
 James Popp, Vice President Director of Enterprise Technology, Odyssey Re 

Holdings
 Major carriers discuss their strategic approach to enterprise data and risk management. 

The panel will discuss successes and challenges in utilizing data models such as the 
ACORD Framework, common pitfalls to avoid when developing a long-term strategic 
plan, and their general approaches to their organizations’ enterprise data governance 
process. The session is designed to provide insight into what major insurance 
organizations are facing on the technology front as the need for better data strategies 
becomes increasingly important to the success of the business.

 5:15pm  Chairperson’s Closing Remarks  
followed by Drink Reception
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